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What an exciting year in the IT industry and especially for us at TCG.
We’ve seen some phenomenal technologies with i3 and i5 specifications on
desktops becoming common place and of course the huge array of tablet
computers that have swarmed into the market.
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PlayBook V/S iPad
We put the competition up against
eachother...Verdict Inside

It’s been fascinating to watch the high adoption rate of tablets and literally
we’re seeing them everywhere we go. More and more businesses are
switching to tablets for their sales and mobile workforce in order to gain
more efficiency, lower costs and of course increase productivity.
At the same time we’ve seen some enormous shifts in the market in terms
of software with industry leader Microsoft revamping their entire product
range and packing the new products full of features to increase their
perceived value in the market. On the consumer side of the market, we’ve
had great fun testing new gadgets and of course playing with the latest
technologies to stay abreast of what’s happening out there and ultimately
to stay in touch with what may make it to market and what probably won’t.
We’ve welcomed some new faces around the office to increase our
capacity and our service levels and I’m phenomenally excited about our
new customer service program that we’re rolling out in early 2013. Like all
companies, I have to admit that our customer service levels have fluctuated
over the years. With some intense research and the development of an
internal training program, coupled with extra staff capacity I’m really keen
to see the results.
On the growth side of the business, we’ve certainly entrenched our position
in the marketplace this year, solidified our brand and gone to market with
exceptional solutions and value propositions. The market has reacted well
and we’ve swelled our client base with some really fantastic people and a
few challenging but fruitful projects.
2012 has been a year of growth, new technologies and challenging
ourselves. Throughout we’ve had the support behind the scenes of some of
the industries brightest minds in business consulting, our Microsoft account
managers and strategic partners.

Internet Solutions
May your festive season be peaceful, restful and above all filled with
everything good that life has to offer. Thank you as always for your
continued and loyal support and a merry Christmas to you and yours.

Craig

NICK SMITH

SALES

Nicholas mith is a new addition to our team
focusing on licencing and Microsoft products.
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The lowdown on Pirate Software,
it’s more be illegal than you think
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MICROSOFT SURFACE
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Microsofts answer to the tablet
movement.
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The importance of backing up you
your data.

A short manifesto on Graphic Design
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The importance of Backing Up your data.
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The Computer Guyz Salute our staff members.

BACK UP EXPLAINED

Bad

Wix Websites are
for Business

Let’s face it - everyone loves a freebie
Wix is a great little service offering easy to build free websites. I’ve seen loads of small businesses pour time and energy
into building them. Now here’s the bad news – Wix Websites are bad for business.
Yes sure, I hear you crying: “but it’s free… and I can’t afford one”. Well, if you can’t afford one at all (as in zero budget),
you’re still better off without one. If you have a zero budget, just stick to simple and free marketing across Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, WhosWho etc., but for the love of all that’s pretty on the internet and actually works – leave the Wix
stuff for social and personal sites.

Snag List:
- Firstly, your website address will include the wix”name in it e.g.: www.wix.yourcompany.com (called a sub
domain) which looks cheap and clumsy on your stationary.
- Secondly, they brand your page by taking about 15% of the space on it to advertise themselves.
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Why

- Most importantly – you can’t really SEO (getting onto Google) a Wix site. It’s about as SEO un-friendly as
you could possibly get!
Every time I see a Wix site for a small business I want to break down crying! You’re effectively showing the world that
your company is small and struggling – this is hardly an invitation for them to do business with you. You would never
go to a meeting with a client wearing a shirt with the words “I GOT THIS SHIRT FOR FREE BECAUSE I COULDN’T AFFORD
ANOTHER ONE” printed on it.
Your business needs to show strength, organization, stability and professionalism – none of the things that a freebie
website will offer you.
Everyone wants and needs to market and promote their business – it’s all about doing it well and as cost effectively as
possible. The key is to still keep it clean and professional.
Registering your own domain is a great start (www.mybusiness.co.za) you can at the very least have your own myname@
mybusiness.co.za email address and always add a website later. If you have a domain name – don’t forward it to a Wix
site – that’s backwards, especially if you are paying someone to build it.

Every time I see a Wix site for a small
business I want to break down crying!
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I had a chat with our desktop rock star (he drums on his desk incessantly to get the creative juices flowing) graphic designer, Juan Arenz, to find out what his pet peeves are when discussing a design brief with a
client.
Here’s a list of 5 things that clients say that drives their designer up the wall:

1

I don’t really know what I want, but I’ll know when I see it.
You’re the designer so come up with something and WOW
me!

3

I don’t want to you to design 6 different things, I just want
one awesome design like a brochure that I can use across
the board, i.e.: as my flyer, on my website, social media marketing, banner ads and newspaper ads.
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No. This is unprofessional. The answer is NO.

4

Why didn’t you put a pink border around it? Didn’t I say I
want it in the beginning?

No, no you didn’t. This is why we stress the importance of detailed briefs so we know exactly what’s cooking
and what the client wants. We all have to be on the same page and the process from what you envisage
for your identity to the final product, is a very fragile procedure that can easily go pear-shaped at any stage.
Sure a good designer should be able to steer the client in the right direction but when a client proclaims a pink
border to a designer that is a somewhat broad statement, what pink are talking about here, how thick are we
making this border and should the border extend from the design or eat into it?.

5

Why does it look so bland? Why is there so much open white
space? It will make people not want to look at my ad or spend
time on my site.

Actually the use of white space is one of the most effective techniques to make your information or logo
stand out and grab attention. It takes a skilled designer to make use of white space effectively. A busy and
cluttered site is NOT reader or user friendly. Not everyone is design inclined and the client does not always
read the design well because a trusted well-versed in the world of design friend of his mentioned something
at one point about open white space at one time in their many conversations about nothing that did not sit
well with him and now he bases all his design knowledge on said conversation. Very innocent approach but
can easily cause a massive speed hump in the proccess.

The problem here is that if you don’t provide me with a clear brief and details about your company, how will
I know what you’re all about, what your colour scheme is and what your corporate identity is? It also affects
our team’s turnaround time - a project that could’ve been completed within a reasonable time-frame now
becomes an infinite loop of ‘present the design’ – ‘client doesn’t “feel it’ – ‘design another’ so its back to the
proverbial drawingboard.

2
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I just want a simple, professional looking business card
with my logo, but don’t charge me for it, it will only take you
5 minutes.

5 minutes? What is this 5 minutes you speak of? No design project takes 5 minutes – even little cousin Timmy with
his wax crayons and a sheet of paper needs more than 5 minutes to draw a lopsided butterfly. Business cards,
logos etc. take a little more time and they are more complex than you would think. No designer likes presenting
a client with his half-baked efforts resulting from an unrealistic request.

To get the best use out of your graphic designer:
- Do not disturb before morning coffee,
- Do not change mind 700 times, and
- Do give detailed briefs of what you envision for your business’s identity.
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Let’s get right down to it - Are you a professional? Are you in business? Are you representing an organisation or brand?
If you answered yes to one or all of these questions, now might be a good idea to take your Gmail
address and hide it…far away. A gmail account is perfect for private, non-business related email correspondence (think Facebook and catalogues for online shopping and mailing your cousin’s best friend’s
sister who immigrated from Pretoria to Perth), but it has no place in business.
To get behind some of the compelling reasons why gmail just isn’t business-acceptable anymore, I
spoke to Natascha Aweh, Branch Manager for The Computer Guyz based in Centurion, Pretoria. As
specialists in the SME market for IT and support, she was sure to have some answers.

“

It’s time to drop that tacky free-mail address and
get serious about your businesses image.

”

In business terms people are by default suspicious of a companies authenticity if they are using @
gmail or other free mail addresses. Many corporate and SME clients that we see while performing IT
Support are implementing firewalls that prevent the company from accepting traffic from free e-mail
addresses simply to cut down the volumes of electronic junk mail that they receive” said Natascha.
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Does Gmail Support or
Harm Your Business?

In business terms people are by default suspicious of a companies authenticity if they are using @
gmail or other free mail addresses. Many corporate and SME clients that we see while performing IT
Support are implementing firewalls that prevent the company from accepting traffic from free e-mail
addresses simply to cut down the volumes of electronic junk mail that they receive” said Natascha.
In South Africa, domain hosting is not really expensive and you don’t even need a website in order
to have a domain name for your email address e.g.: info@mybusiness.co.za. According to Natascha,
For R150 a year you can register and reserve your own .co.za domain. For very little more you can get
mailbox hosting and support. While gmail.com remains the favourite for discreet personal communications and as a tool for registering for newsletters to reduce the amount of junk mail you receive in
your work e-mail, it really isn’t acceptable as a business tool.”
In addition to sounding professional, this type of email address also provides valuable branding and
marketing opportunities - recipients will see your email address in their inbox even if they don’t open
your mail. If your brand isn’t showing up in a prospective client’s inbox, your competitor’s undeniably
will! Having a brand specific email address attract less attention from hackers and can also make your
small business appear much larger.

“

Your company web and domain is an intrinsic part
of your brand - that’s how people will communicate with you daily.

”

According to Brand Specialist Thor Pedersen, “Your company web and domain is an intrinsic part of
your brand – that’s how people will communicate with you daily. It’s the first digital impression that
you create – and we all know that in business terms, first impressions definitely count. For bang for
your buck, you cannot possibly do better than registering your company domain and using it for
e-mail. Additionally, you get a level of IT support from your ISP – getting support from an overseas free
service is never going to be hassle free.”
Even my local designer Juan weighed in when I asked what he thought of printing my new cards with
a @yahoo.com address “I’d actually refuse to design it. I don’t want you telling people I designed and
printed something that just looks tacky. I’d rather walk away from business than do that”
Account Manager at the Computer Guyz, Vivian Chandler commented - Our domain hosting services
at The Computer Guyz offer superior security and support. We’re an IT Support and Web company and
provide our services to clients in the Centurion, Johannesburg area, as well as Durban and Cape Town.
It’s time to drop that tacky free-mail address and get serious about your businesses image”
So there you have it in a nutshell. The experts clearly agree, if you’re entrusting your companies brand
(big or small) to a free mail provider, you could be doing more damage than not good. Every business
has a brand and should start working on tailoring it to look professional from day one.
When you consider the risks to your IT systems, the costs and levels of support it’s absolutely mind
boggling why anyone would ever hand you a card with their business name proudly displayed next to
an “i-don’t-care.co.za” domain.
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